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1 Introduction
In Part I of this paper, we presented nearly optimal algorithms for solving
a nonsingular Toeplitz/Hankel linear system of equations. This is a highly
important problem with numerous applications to computations in sciences,
engineering and communication. In many applications, however, one has to
deal with singular Toeplitz/Hankel matrices or, more generally, matrices with
structures of Toeplitz/Hankel type. For example Toeplitz/Hankel matrices
associated with the polynomial gcd computation and Pade approximation be-
come singular where the input polynomials have nonconstant gcd. Sylvester,
subresultant, and other block matrices with Toeplitz blocks are examples of
nonToeplitz matrices with structure of Toeplitz type. In this part of the
paper, we cover the extension of the results of Part I to a generally singular
Toeplitz/Hankel-like input.
Toeplitz/Hankel-like extension is immediate by means of the celebrated
technique of the displacement representation of structured matrices (cf. [KS99],
[P01]), and the bibliography therein.
To handle a singular input, we employ the MBA divide-and conquer al-
gorithm of Morf 1974, 1980 and Bitmead and Anderson 1980, which com-
putes the recursive triangular factorization of Toeplitz/Hankel-like matrices.
This algorithm is well known (see [M74],[M80],[BA80] and the bibliography
and further study in [P01]), but to decrease its computational precision and
Boolean (bit operation) cost, we perform it modulo a smaller prime p. Un-
successful choices of p may destroy the algorithm, but we estimate that this
may only occur with a low probability when we choose p at random in an
appropriately xed range. The probability and bit cost analysis based on
detailed elaboration of the algorithm are our main subjects. In particular,
representation of the algorithm with a binary tree enables us to analyse its
performance for a singular input and to specify the choice of the basic prime
p. In this way, we arrive at nearly linear (that is, nearly optimal) random-
ized bit cost bounds. They apply to problems of computing the rank of the
input matrix M and a nonsingular submatrix of the maximum size in the
randomly preconditioned matrix UML, testing consistency of a linear system
Mx = b, and computing modulo p its solution (if the system is consistent)
and a nontrivial vector in the null space of a singular matrix M . For the two
latter problems the bit cost bounds cover verifying correctness of the output
in Zp; in other cases erroneous output is possible but with a small controlled
probability. The MBA output in Zp can serve as the basis for application
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of Hensel's lifting of Part I to yield nearly optimal algorithms for singular
Toeplitz/Hankel-like computations.
Some elements of our analysis appeared earlier in [K95],[P00],[PZ00], and
[P01, Chapter 5] but under the distinct models of computing (that is, PRAM
in [P00] and arithmetic models in [K95], [PZ00] and [P01]), and nowhere to
the comparable extent of elaboration. In particular, the bit cost bounds in
all these works are inferior to ours.
We organize our presentation as follows. In Sections 2{4, we recall some
denitions and basic facts for computations with Toeplitz/Hankel-like ma-
trices. In Section 5, we elaborate upon the divide-and-conquer algorithm for
recursive triangular factorization of nonsingular matrices, recall its applica-
tions to solving consistent linear suystems and computing the null space of a
matrix, and estimate the arithmetic cost. In Sections 6 and 7, we specify the
choice of a random prime p and estimate the error/failure probability and
the bit cost where the computation is performed modulo p. In Section 8, we
comment on the extension to computing the rational output values based on
application of Hensel's lifting of Part I.
2 Denitions and basic facts
We begin with denitions and basic facts, partly repeating those of Part I.
Denition 2.1. Z is the ring of integers, Zq is the ring of integers modulo
q, Q and R are the elds of rational and real numbers, respectively. For
z; q 2 Z; q > 1; we dene z mod q as a unique number zq such that q divides
z   zq and  q=2  zq < q=2. (Clearly, z = zq if  jzj=2  zq < jzj=2.)
M = (mi;j)
k 1;l 1
i;j=0 is a k  l matrix with rational or integer entries mi;j;
M 2 Qkl or M 2 Zkl; respectively.
Denition 2.2. I and 0 are the identity and null matrices of proper sizes,




the determinant and adjoint ( adjugate ) of k  k matrix M = (mi;j)
k 1;k 1
i;j=0 ,
where di;j is the determinant of the submatrix Mi;j, obtained by deleting the
i-th row and j-th column of M . MT is the transpose of M .
Denition 2.3. jM j denotes the column norm of M , jM j = jjM jj1 =
maxj
P
i jmi;jj for M = (mi;j):
Fact 2.4. j det(M)j  jM jk and j adj(M)j  kjM jk 1 for a k k matrix M .
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Denition 2.5. For a matrix M , let M (k) denote its k k leading principal
( northwestern ) submatrix. ( Hereafter we use the abbreviation l.p.s.) M
has generic rank prole if M (k) are nonsingular matrices for k = 1; : : : ; 
where  = rank(M): A nonsingular matrix having generic rank prole is
called strongly nonsingular. vS  2n
2   n and iS arithmetic operations are
suÆcient to multiply a given n  n matrix S by a vector and to invert it,
respectively.
To each arithmetic operation performed with d-bit precision, we asign the
cost of O((d)) bit operations (hereafter log stands for log2),
(d)  Cclassd
2; (d)  Ckd
log 3; (d)  (Cssd log d) log log d; (2.1)
where log 3 = 1:58496 : : : ; 0 < Cclass < Ck < Css, and the above bounds are
supported by the classical, Karutsuba's and Schonhage-Strassen's algorithms,
respectively [GG99].
m(n) is the arithmetic cost of multiplying two polynomials of degree n,
n  m(n)  (cn log n) log log n (2.2)
3 Displacement representation of structured
matrices
This paper specializes to the structure of Toeplitz/Hankel type but it is more
convenient to state denitions in a more general form.
Denition 3.1. Displacement operators L of Stein and Sylvester types map
a matrix M into its displacements: L(M) = rA;B(M) = AM  MB
(a Stein type operator) or L(M) = A;B(M) = M   AMB
(a Sylvester type operator). A and B are called operator matrices, r =
rank(L(M)) is called the L-rank of M or the displacement rank of M . If
L(M) = GHT ; G = (g1; : : : ; g`) and H = (h1; : : : ;h`) (3.1)
are ln matrices and M and L(M) are nn matrices, then the matrix pair
(G;H) is called a (nonunique) L-generator ( or displacement generator) of
length l for M; l  r: If M is an m n matrix and l is small relatively to m
and n ( as we specify, if l = O(1) as m + n ! 1), then M is said to have
L-structure or to be an L-structured matrix.
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Theorem 3.2. [P01, Theorem 4.6.4]. For a given L-generator (G;H) of
length l for a matrix M having L-rank r  l, it is suÆcient to use O(l2n)
arithmetic operations to compute an L-generator (G1; H1) of length r for the
matrix M .
The next results are immediately veried.
Theorem 3.3. [P01, Theorem 1.3.1]. If an operator matrix A is non-
singular, then rA;B = AA 1;B. If an operator matrix B is non-singular,
then rA;B =  A;B 1B.
Theorem 3.4. Let M be a non-singular matrix, then rA;B(M
 1) =
 M 1rB;A(M)M
 1. Furthermore, if A is a non-singular matrix, then
A;B(M
 1) = AM 1B;A(M)A




Theorem 3.5. For two pairs of scalars a and b and matrices M and N
of the same size and any linear operator L ( in particular, for L = rA;B
and L = A;B for any pair of matrices A and B), we have L(aM + bN) =
aL(M) + bL(N):
Theorem 3.6. [P01, Theorem 1.5.4]. For a 5-tuple fA;B;C;M;Ng of ma-
trices of compatible sizes, we have
rA;C(MN) = rA;B(M)N +MrB;C(N)
and
A;C(MN) = A;B(M)N + AMrB;C(N):
Furthermore, if B is a non-singular matrix, then
A;C(MN) = A;B(M)N + AMBB 1 ;C(N);
and if C is a non-singular matrix, then
A;C(MN) = A;B(M)N   AMBB;C 1(N)C:
Based on the results in this subsection, we may represent L-structured
matricesM in compressed form via (m+n)l entries of their short L-generators
(rather than via mn entries of M) and operate with them according to the
following owchart:
COMPRESS  ! OPERATE  ! DECOMPRESS
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Theorems 3.2 { 3.6 support the OPERATE stage, where in addition to saving
the memory space, we may usually dramatically decrease computational time
(see the next two subsections). Theorem 4.8 in the next section species the
DECOMPRESS stage for the most popular class of structured matrices with
Toeplitz/Hankel-like structure.
4 Toeplitz-like and Hankel-like matrices
Denition 4.1. For any scalar f and vector v = (vi)
n 1
i=0 we dene the nn
unit f -circulant matrix Zf = (zi;j); zi;i 1 = 1; i = 2; : : : ; n; z1;n = f; zi;j = 0







with the rst column v. ( Note that Znf = fI:) Hereafter we write Z0 =
Z;Z0(v) = Z(v): The reection matrix J = (jg;h); jg;n+1 g = 0; for g =
0; : : : ; n  1; jg;h = 0 for h + g 6= n, reverses any vector v = (vi)
n 1





Denition 4.2. A matrix T = (ti;j) is a Toeplitz matrix if ti;j = ti+1;j+1 for
every pair of its entries ti;j and ti+1;j+1. H = (hi;j) is a Hankel matrix if
hi;j = hi 1;j+1 for every pair of its entries hi;j and hi 1;j+1.
Fact 4.3. Any f -circular matrix Zf(v) is a Toeplitz matrix; Z(v) is a lower
triangular Toeplitz matrix.
Theorem 4.4. TJ and JT are Hankel matrices if T is a Toeplitz matrix,
and HJ and JH are Toeplitz matrices if H is a Hankel matrix.
Theorem 4.5. For any pair of distinct scalars e and f and any Toeplitz
matrix T , there exist nonunique pairs (Ze(u); Zf(v)) and (Z(w); Z(x)) such
that T = Ze(u) + Zf (v) = Z(w) + Z
T (x).
Theorem 4.6. Given an mn Toeplitz or Hankel matrix, its multiplication
by a vector is a subproblem of multiplication of two polynomials of degrees
m+ n  2 and n  1, whose coeÆcients are given by the entries of the input
matrix and vector, respectively.
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Denition 4.7. An m  n matrix M is Toeplitz-like if r = rank(L(M)) is
small relatively to m + n ( we specify that r = O(1) as m + n!1), where
L = rZe;Zf ; L = rZTe ;ZTf ; L = Ze;ZTf ; L = ZTe ;Zf for a xed pair of scalars
e and f , and if M is given with its L-generator of length l = O(r). ( Any
Toeplitz matrix T satises these requirements for r  l  2.) A matrix M is
Hankel-like if MJ or JM is Toeplitz-like.




















f (hj) if L = rZTe ;ZTf ; e 6= f:
Theorems 4.6 and 4.8 together imply the following corollary:
Corollary 4.9. An n  n Toeplitz-like or Hankel-like matrix M given with
its displacement generator of length l can be multiplied by a vector by using
vM = O(m(n)l) eld or ring operations for m(n) in (2.2).
The bound l in Denition 4.7 can be reduced to r due to Theorem 3.2.
The next theorem enables us to choose any pair of e and f in Denition 4.7.
In this paper it is suÆcient to consider e and f in the set f 1; 0; 1g.
Theorem 4.10. For any four-tuple of scalars (a; b; e; f) and any matrix M ,
the matrices A(a);B(b)(M) A(e);B(f)(M) and rA(a);B(b)(M) rA(e);B(f)(M)
have rank of at most two, provided that A(u) = Zu; B(v) = Zv;A(u) =
Zu; B(v) = Z
T
v ;A(u) = Z
T
u ; B(v) = Zv; or A(u) = Z
T
u ; B(v) = Z
T
v
Proof. Combine the relations A;B(M) E;F (M) = EM(F  B)+(E 
A)MB; rA;B(M) rE;F (M) = (A  E)M +M(F   B);
rank(A  E)  1 if A = Za; E = Ze or if A = Z
T
a ; E = Z
T
e ;
rank(F  B)  1 if B = Zb; F = Zf or if B = Z
T





The next results extend the displacement representation of a













Then rank(ZfPi   PiZf)  2 for i = 0; 1 and any f .
Corollary 4.12. rank(L(PiMPj)  PiL(M)Pj)  4 for
i; j 2 f0; 1g;L = rZe;Zf ; L = Ze;ZTf ; L = rZTe ;ZTf ; and L = ZTe ;ZTf :
Fact 4.11 and Corollary 4.12 have simple constructive proofs, that is, given
i; j 2 f0; 1g and an L-generator for 2 2 block matrix M of length l, we
immediately compute an L-generator of length of at most l + 4 for the
block PiMPj.
5 Recursive block triangular factorization
for general matrices
To extend the algorithms of Part I to computations with singular matrices
M , we rst apply the known divide-and-conquer algorithms that recursively
factorize a preconditioned input matrix to compute its nonsingular
submatrix of the maximal rank. Our next goal is to specify and study the
latter algorithms. We perform these algorithms modulo a moderately small
random prime to keep the precision and bit complexity down. As soon as
the desired nonsingular submatrix is computed, we apply the lifting
algorithms of Part I, to yield rational or integer output values in Q or Z.
5.1 The case of a strongly nonsingular input matrix









with a nonsingular k  k block M00 = M
(k). We dene the Schur
complement of M00 in M as follows:
S = S(M;M00) = S
(k)(M) = M11  M10M
 1
00 M01: (5.2)
Now, we apply the block Gauss-Jordan elimination to M and obtain the















det(M) = det(M00) det(S): (5.4)















(5.3) implies the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. S 1 is the southwestern block of M 1.
Factorizations (5.3) and (5.5) can be recursively applied to the matrices
M00 and S provided that the leading principal ( northwestern ) submatrices
of M00 and S are nonsingular. Let us show that this is always the case
where M is strongly nonsingular. We begin with a simple observation that
Schur complementation and projection of a matrix into its northwestern
blocks are transitive.
Theorem 5.2. Suppose that h > 0; k > l > 0; and M (k) and M (l) are
nonsingular matrices. Then
a) (S(l)(M))(h) = S(l)(M (h+l));
b) S(k l)(S(l)(M)) = S(k)(M):
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 together imply the following corollary.
Corollary 5.3. If an n n matrix M is strongly nonsingular, then so are
all its Schur complements S(k)(M); k = 1; : : : ; n  1:
9
























































































































































Figure 1: Generic BCRF tree T8;8 = T (M) for an 8 8 matrix M .
By applying factorizations (5.3) and (5.5) recursively to M00 and S, where
we choose M00 =M
(k) with k = dn=2e, and stopping when we arrive at
1-by-1 matrices, we obtain the balanced complete recursive ( block triangular
) factorization ( we abbreviate this as BCRF) of a strongly nonsingular
matrix M and its inverse.
Let us associate the BCRF of M with a binary tree Tn;n: M is the root
with two children M00 and S, recursive extension of (5.3) and (5.5) to every
internal node N of the tree denes two diagonal blocks ( which are M00 and
S for N = M ) represented as the two children of N in the tree. The leaves
of the tree are one-by-one matrices.
Figure 1 and 2 show two sample trees for 8 8 and 5 5 matrices M where
we write S(k;l) = S(l)(M (k)); k  l ( see Theorem 5.2a ) and S(k;0) = M (k).
Algorithm 5.4. The BCRF of a strongly nonsingular matrix.
INPUT: a strongly nonsingular n n matrix M .
OUTPUT: M 1 and the BCRF of M and M 1.
COMPUTATIONS: Dene the BCRF tree T (M) = Tn;n, then recursively
compute and invert all matrices associated with its nodes according to the
following rules.
1. The left child of every node N is available automatically as a leading
principal block of the parent node.
2. Invert the leaves ( one-by-one matrices) directly, then recursively invert
all other nodes based on factorization (5.5) and its recursive extension, that
10


























































































Figure 2: Generic BCRF tree T5;5 = T (M) for a 5 5 matrix M .




















































































































Figure 3: The BCRF tree T (M) = T8;5 for Algorithm 5.4 applied to an 8 8
matrix M of rank 5 having generic rank prole.
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is, in each recursive step rst invert both children, immediately thereafter
invert their parent. Inverting two siblings, proceed in the following order:
invert the left sibling rst, then immediately compute and invert its right
sibling based on (5.2) or its extension.
3. Stop when the root M is inverted.
It is immediately veried that the latter rules completely and correctly
dene the computation of the BCRF.
For example, given an 8 8 matrix M in Figure 1, they dene the following
order ( where c(N) means "compute N", i(N) means "invert N" ):
i(S(1;0)); c(S(2;1)); i(S(2;1)); i(S(2;0)); c(S(4;2)); i(S(3;2)); c(S(4;3)); i(S(4;3));
i(S(4;2)); c(S(8;4)); i(S(5;4)); c(S(6;5)); i(S(6;5)); i(S(6;4)); c(S(8;6)); i(S(7;6));
c(S(8;7)); i(S(8;7)); i(S(8;6)); i(S(8;4)); i(S(8;0)):
5.2 Extension to general input matrices
We rst assume input matrices having generic rank prole. Then we relax
this assumption.
Algorithm 5.5. The BCRF of a submatrix of a matrix having generic
rank prole.
INPUT: a matrix M having a generic rank prole.
OUTPUT:  = rank(M) and the BCRF of M () and its inverse.
COMPUTATIONS: Proceed as in Algorithm 5.4 but stop as soon as a
computed leaf S(k+1;k) turned out to be the ( one-by-one ) null matrix; then
output  = k and the BCRF of the matrices M () and its inverse and stop.
If S(k+1;k) 6= 0 for all k  n  1, then write  = n and stop when M is
inverted ( as in Algorithm 5.4).
The BCRF tree T (M) = Tn; computed with Algorithm 5.5 is a subtree of
the BCRF tree Tn;n associated with Algorithm 5.4. For  < n, the subtree
can be dened by deleting from Tn;n the leaf S
(+1;) where the algorithm
stops, together with all unprocessed leaves, that is, all leaves S(i+1;i) for
i  , and then by recursively deleting every parent having no child. The
BCRF tree T8;5 is shown in Figure 3.
Correctness of Algorithm 5.5 is easily veried. Furthermore, we may relax
the assumption that M has generic rank prole and apply Algorithm 5.5 to
any square matrix M . In this case, the output of the algorithm and the
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associated BCRF tree are the same as originally except that some
nonnegative integer 1 replaces  = rank(M) where 1  ; consequently,
the BCRF tree Tn; is replaced by Tn;1 .
Algorithm 5.6. The BCRF of a submatrix of general matrix.
INPUT: an n n matrix M .
OUTPUT: a nonnegative integer 1 such that the matrix M
(1) is strongly
nonsingular, so 1   = rank(M); the BCRF of M
(1) and its inverse.
COMPUTATIONS: Proceed as in Algorithm 5.5, computing 1 instead of ;
as soon as a null matrix S(k+1;k) = 0 is computed for some k, output k = 1
and the BCRF of M (k) and its inverse.
Correctness of this algorithm immediately follows from (5.5) for
M00 =M
(k).
5.3 Extension to computing the null space and
solving a singular linear system of equations
Let us show two immediate applications of the BCRF. Assume that
 = rank(M) and (M ()) 1 = M 100 have been computed by means of
Algorithms 5.4 - 5.6. Let us compute the null space of M and solve a linear
system Mx = b. Write v(h) for the subvector made up of the rst h
components of a vector v and write 0h for the null vector of dimension h.
General solution to a consistent linear system Mx = b is given by the
vectors x = x(0) + z, where x(0) is a xed specic solution and z is any
vector in the null space of M . Combining Algorithms 5.7 and 5.9 below
supports computing such a general solution. Each of these algorithms is of
interest in its own right as well.
Algorithm 5.7. The null space.
INPUT: a eld F, a matrix M 2 Fnn;  = rank(M);  < n; and the inverse
of M ().
OUTPUT: a basis for the null space of M .
COMPUTATIONS: Substitute M00 =M
() into (5.1). Compute the matrix







Algorithm 5.8. A nontrivial vector in the null space.
INPUT: as in Algorithm 5.4.
OUTPUT: a vector v 6= 0 in the null space of M .
COMPUTATIONS: the same as in Algorithm 5.7 but restricted to a single
selected column (e.g., the rst column) of M01; K and F .
Algorithm 5.9. A linear system.
INPUT: as in Algorithm 5.7, but complemented by a vector b 2 Fn.
OUTPUT: either INCONSISTENT or a solution x to the linear system of
equations Mx = b.
COMPUTATIONS: Compute the vector x() = (M ()) 1b(). Substitute the
vector x = (x()T ; 0T )T into the linear system Mx = b. If Mx = b, output
x. Otherwise output INCONSISTENT.
5.4 How to yield the generic rank prole property
If M is an n n integer ( or more generally, real ) nonsingular matrix, then
we may compute the BCRF of any of the two strongly nonsingular matrices
MTM or MMT and then compute and output M 1 = (MTM) 1MT =
MT (MMT ) 1 and (detM)2 = det(MTM) = det(MMT ):







but the randomized Toeplitz preconditioning in [KS91] probabilistically
ensures the generic rank prole property for any M .
Theorem 5.10. [KS91]. Let M 2 Rnn for any ring R. Let S be a nite
set of cardinality jSj in R or its extension. Let L and UT be a pair of n n
unit lower triangular Toeplitz matrices, dened by the 2n  2 subdiagonal
entries of the pair of the rst columns of L and UT . Let these 2n  2
entries be randomly and independently of each other selected from the set S
under the uniform probability distribution on S. Then the preconditioned
matrix UML has generic rank prole with a probability of at least 1  Æ,
where Æ = 2=jSj  n2=jSj;  = rank(M)  n.
In our case R = Z, so for a xed positive Æ, we may choose






to ensure generic rank prole property with a probability of at least 1  Æ.
In this choice of S we generate at most (2n  2) dlog (n2=(2Æ))e random bits
and we have
jUMLj  jU j  jM j  jLj  n6jM j=(4Æ2): (5.7)
5.5 The case of a Toeplitz/Hankel-like input
If M is a Toeplitz/Hankel-like matrix given with its shortest displacement
generator of length r, then in computations in Algorithms 5.4 - 5.9 all
matrices can be represented with their shortest displacement generators of
length O(r) based on Theorems 3.2 { 3.6, 4.10, 4.11 and 5.1. Likewise,
preconditioning by MT or by U and L still keeps the length of the
displacement generators in O(r).
5.6 Arithmetic Computational Cost Estimates
Suppose that n is a power of 2, let F (n); I(n);M(n) and A(n) be equal to
the arithmetic cost for computing BCRF, matrix inversion, multiplication
and addition/subtraction, respectively, assuming n n input and
nonsingularity whenever it comes to inversion. Hereafter, M(n; q; r) denotes
n q by q  r ( rectangular ) matrix multiplication. Then
F (n)  2F (n=2) + 3M(n=2) + I(n=2) + A(n=2);
I(n)  2I(n=2) + 6M(n=2) + 2A(n=2):
By assuming strong nonsingularity of M and by applying these bounds
recursively to F (k) and I(k) for k = n=2; n=4; : : : ; 1, we obtain that
F (n) = O(M(n)); I(n) = O(M(n)) if M(n)  Cn!;
F (n) = O(M(n) log n)I(n) = O(M(n) log n) if M(n)  n logc n;
where c; C; and w are three constants independent of n, C > 0; 3  ! > 1:
In the Toeplitz/Hankel case, these bounds are specialized to
F (n) = O(m(n)r2 log n); I(n) = O(m(n)r2 log n)
for Algorithm 5.4 and to the same bound but with  and 1 replacing n for
Algorithms 5.5 and 5.6, respectively. The latter bounds cover the
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arithmetic cost of performing Algorithm 5.4 and also apply to computing
det(M) due to (5.4). The same cost bounds with n replaced by  or 1
apply to Algorithms 5.5 and 5.6, respectively. The arithmetic cost of
preconditioning by the matrix MT is M(n), by the matrix U and L is in
O(nm(n)) for m(n) in (2.2) (see Section 5.2).
The arithmetic cost of performing Algorithms 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 is bounded
by M(; ; n  );M(; ; 1) and M(n; ; 1), respectively.
For n n Toeplitz/Hankel-like matrices M given with their shortest
displacement generators of length of at most r and for m(n) in (2.2), we
have M(n) = O(r2m(n)), assuming all matrices represented by their
shortest displacement generators of length mO(r). So for Algorithms 5.7, 5.8
and 5.9 in the Toeplitz/Hankel-like case we have
M(; ; n  ) = O(m(n)r2);M(; ; 1) = O(m()r);M(n; ; 1) = O(rm(n)):
Let us summarize.
Theorem 5.11. Let M be a Toeplitz/Hankel-like matrix given with its
(shortest) displacement generator of length r. Then the arithmetic cost of
performing Algorithms 5.4{5.9 and preconditioning is bounded as follows:
O(m(n)r2 log n) for Algorithm 5.4 (which also covers computing det(M));
O(m()r2 log );  = rank(M), for Algorithm 5.5;
O(m(1)r
2 log 1); 1  rank(M), for Algorithm 5.6; O((n  )m()r), for
Algorithm 5.7; O(m()r), for Algorithm 5.8; O(m(n)r), for Algorithm 5.9;
O(m(n)r2) for the preconditioning of M with MT , and O(m(n)r) for the
Toeplitz preconditioning with U and L as in [KS91]; the latter bound does
not cover the cost of generating the (2n  2) dlog (n2=(2Æ))e random bits
involved. For Algorithm 5.7, the arithmetic cost bound can be turned into
O(m(n)r) if we represent the output matrix K with its short displacement
generator.
Remark 5.12. For smaller  and/or larger r, it may still be faster to
operate with the entries rather than displacement generators. E.g., the
bounds of Theorem 5.11 could be restated as O(minfm(n)r2 log n); n!g) for
Algorithm 5.4, O(minfm()r2 log ; !g) for Algorithm 5.5, and so on.
Furthermore, for n  1;   1 and 1  1, the stated bounds degenerate, so
log n; log ; and log 1 in Theorem 5.2 should be actually replaced by
log (n+ 2); log ( + 2); and log (1 + 2), respectively. These and similar
adjustments are left as an exercise for the reader.
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6 The choice of a random prime and the bit
operation cost estimates
Performing Algorithms 5.4{5.9 modulo a smaller prime p keeps the precision
and the Boolean cost low. The computation of the BCRF requires inversion
of some matrices; they should not become singular in the reduction modulo
p, that is, the reduction modulo p should not change the BCRF tree. By
choosing random p in a proper range (a; b], we ensure nonsingularity with a
high probability even where b is in nO(1) log jM j. Our next goal is to specify
the probabilistic estimates covering also possible errors/failure caused by
the randomized preconditioning in Section 5.4. The estimates show a low
probability of failure/errors even where random preconditioners U and L in
Section 5.4 have entries in nO(1). We begin with a simple auxiliary result.
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that Algorithms 5.4{5.9 and preconditioning are
performed in Zp for a random prime p from a xed range (a; b],
a < p  b:
Suppose the transition from the rational eld Q to Zp ( that is, reduction
modulo p ) throughout the algorithm does not change the BCRF tree of its
input matrix. Then
a) p divides the dierences between all pairs of values produced in Q and
Zp, and
b) the computation in Zp requires O(A(log p)) bit operations where A is
the arithmetic cost in Q ( see Theorem 5.11) and (d) is in 2.1.
In this section we rst complement Theorem 6.1 by estimating the
probability that the transition from Q to Zp changes the BCRF tree and
thus causes the output error or failure of the algorithm. Then we extend
this study to cover also the errors/failure caused by randomized
preconditioning of Section 5.4. We study the Toeplitz/Hankel-like case and,
furthermore, adopt the following realistic assumption.
Assumption 6.2. An n n integer matrix M is given with its shortest
displacement generator (G=m;H), where G and H are n r integer
matrices, m is a positive integer,
maxfjGj; jHj; mg  jM jrn; (6.1)
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for a constant . For an integer Toeplitz/Hankel-like matrix M and
operator matrices in Denition 4.7, with e; f 2 f 1; 0; 1g, we have
m = 1; r = 1:
The algorithm supporting Theorem 3.2 reduces the length of a rational
displacement generator for M to its minimum and can be extended to yield
the format (G=m;H) with G;H;m satisfying (6.1).
We easily deduce the next result.
Theorem 6.3. Under Assumption 6.2, let  = rank(M) and let M have
generic rank prole. Then the BCRF tree Tn; for M in Q changes in the




j det(M (i))j  mjM j(+1)=2: (6.2)
It remains to estimate the probability that p divides D. We begin with the
following lemma.
Lemma 6.4. Let a; b and H be positive functions in n, where H is an
integral function, and b  na > 1. Let p be a random prime in the range
(a; b]. Then
Probability(p divides H)  (c log H)(log b)=(b log a) for a constant c:
Proof. Lemma 6.4 for b = an is immediately implied by Corollary 7:8:2 in
[P01], where k(n) = logaH; f(n) = b; h(n) = H and b = an. The proof of
the corollary is easily extended to the case where b > an.

Theorem 6.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.3, let +  , e.g.,
+ = n, and let p be a random prime in the range
u 1+ log jM
(+)j < p  u+ log jM
(+)j (6.3)
for a real u > 1. Let D be dened by (6.2). Then
Probability(p divides D)  Ĉ(2+ + r)=
u
+ (6.4)
for a constant Ĉ.
Proof. Theorem follows from (6.1){(6.3) and Lemma 6.4 for
H = D; a = u 1+ log jM
(+)j and b = +a.
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
To complete our probability estimates, let us relax the assumption that the
matrix M has generic rank prole. If M is nonsingular, we simply apply
Theorem 6.5 for + =  = n and M replaced by M
TM or MMT .
Otherwise we use randomized preconditioning in Theorem 5.10 for the set
S in (5.6) and then apply Theorem 6.5 to the matrix M replaced by
~M = UML and p satisfying




+ 1  (n2=Æ) + 3: (6.5)
Under (6.5) reduction modulo p does not changes the set S in (5.6), which
thus retains all its 2 dn2=(2Æ)e+ 1 distinct elements. Then, by combining
the above comments, the results of Section 5, and Theorem 6.5, we obtain
the next randomized bit cost estimates. They are of Monte-Carlo type, that
is, they do not cover the cost of verifying correctness of the output.
Theorem 6.6. Under Assumption 6.2, let M be nonsingular. Let p be a
random prime in the range (6.3) for + = n  r and M replaced by M
TM
(or MTM). Then the BCRF tree T (MTM) (or T (MTM), respectively)
changes in the transition to computations in the eld Zp with a probability
of at most Cn2 u for a constant C; this probability is at most  for




3=) log jM j)

(6.6)
bits, so d0 = O(log n) if log jM j = O(n) and log (1=) = O(log n).
To simplify the estimates, let hereafter
r = O(2+): (6.7)
Theorem 6.7. Under (6.7) and Assumption 6.2, let p be a random prime
in the range (6.3) for +  rank(M), for M replaced by ~M = UML, for U
and L in Theorem 5.10 with S in (5.6), and for a satisfying (6.5). Then
the BCRF tree T ( ~M) changes in the transition of the computations from Q
to Zp with a probability of at most Æ + C
2 u
+ for a constant C. This bound
turns into at most Æ +  if u  2 + log+(C=). The latter inequality is
compatible with (6.3),(6.5) and (5.7) if
  (C+Ælog j ~M j)=(n
2 + 3Æ)  C+Æn
 2 log (n6jM j=(4Æ2)): (6.8)
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The computations dened by the BCRF tree require 2n  2 parameters in
the range (5.6) represented with a total of (2n  2) log(1 + dn2=(2Æ)e) bits








7 Randomized bit complexity estimates
Due to the preceding section, we may condently choose a random prime p
in a proper range and then perform Algorithms 5.4{5.9 modulo p. This
enables us to compute the rank  of M and a vector from its bull space, to
test consistency of a linear system Mx = b, and to compute modulo p a
nonsingular submatrix ~M () of the maximum size   in a preconditioned
matrix ~M = UML, together with its inverse (M ()) 1 modulo p. In all
cases, we control the error probability and yield optimal bit complexity
bounds (up to polylogarithmic factors). Next, we specify these bounds.
The preconditioning and the computation modulo p of the BCRF tree
T ( ~M) are performed with the precision of dlog pe bits, where log p  d1 in
(6.9). If log jM j = O(n); log (1=Æ) = O(log n); log (1=) = O(log n), then
d1 = O(log n) in (6.9) and  = O((+Æ log n)=n
2) in (6.8).
By combining Theorems 4.11 and 6.7 with Algorithms 5.5 and 5.9, we
deduce the next corollary.
Corollary 7.1. Suppose Assumption 6.2 holds. Let (d) be dened in (2.1)
and m(n) in (2.2). Let +  rank(M). Let positive Æ and  satisfy (6.8).
Then
a) it is suÆcient to generate a prime p in the range (6.3) represented with
d0 random bits for d0 in (6.6) and in addition to perform
O((r2m(n) log n)(d0)) bit operations in order to test with an error
probability of at most  if the input matrix is singular;
b) it is suÆcient to generate d1 + 1+ (2n  2) log dn
2=(2Æ)e random bits for
d1 in (6.9) and in addition to perform
0 = O((m(n) + rm() log )r(d1) log(1=)) (7.1)
bit operations to compute  = rank(M) with an error probability of at most
Æ +  and
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c) the bit cost and error probability bounds of parts a) and b) apply to
computing modulo p shortest displacement generators for all nodes in the
BCRF tree for the matrix ~M (), where  = n; ~M =MTM or ~M =MMT in
part a) and   n; ~M = UML in part b).
The output of part c) is not our nal goal. At the end of this section it is
used as a basis for p-adic lifting. On the contrary, parts a) and b) supply
randomized cost bounds for the properties of M independent of the choice
of random p.
Next, based on the BCRF of ~M , we probabilistically test another
p-independent property, that is, the consistency of the linear systems
~My = Ub and MLy = b;
which are equivalent to the system Mx = b for x = Ly. Transition from
MLy = b to MLy   b mod p = 0 for a random p in (a; b] may cause
erroneous labeling of the system inconsistent with a probability of at most
P (a; b) = n=((b)  (a)), where the numerator n corresponds to the n
equations in the system and where (x) is Euler's totient function,
c   ((x) log x)=x  c+ for two constants c  and c+, so
P (a; b)  cnd12
 d1 for d1 in (6:9) and a constant c: (7.2)
Corollary 7.2. The randomized asymptotic bound on the bit cost in
Corollary 7.1b) also applies to computing modulo p the solution vector
x = x() to the linear system Mx = b or detecting its inconsistency. Versus
Corollary 7.1, the bound on the error probability in claiming the system
inconsistent grows by at most P (a; b) for P (a; b) in (7.2).
Remark 7.3. Typically, we only have the upper bound + = n on
 = rank(M) until we compute . We may, however, compute 
probabilistically in an iterative search process that begins with applying
Corollary 7.1b) (based on Algorithm 5.5) for a smaller candidate value
+ = 
(0)
+ and then recursively repeats this step with doubling + until the
output value of  does not exceed the current +. In this process the bit







denoting the number of recursive steps, whereas the number of random bits
is bounded by (2n  2) log dn2=(2Æ)e+ d2 for
d2 =





( d2 equals d1 for 
4
+ = 
log (2) ). Instead of computing a single random
prime in the range (6.3) for + = n, the adaptive process computes 





i < 2; i = 0; 1; : : : ;    1:
Based on Corollary 7.1c), we compute the matrix Q = ( ~M
()) mod .
Then application of Hensel's lifting Algorithm 3.1 in Part I with M replaced
by ~M (), b by b(), and Q by Q produces a solution x to the linear system
Mx = b ( see Algorithm 5.9 ). Likewise, we compute a nontrivial vector in
the null space of M ( see Algorithm 5.8 ). By applying the latter algorithm
l times for l  n  , we compute l linearly independent vectors in the null
space. For l = n  , they form a basis in the null space ( see Algorithm 5.7
). By checking if S( ~M; ~M ()) is the null matrix, we verify that indeed
 = rank(M). Let us summarize the bit cost estimates.
Theorem 7.4. Under the assumptions of Corollaries 7.1 and 7.2, their
randomized cost bounds can be extended to the problems of
a) solving a consistent linear system Mx = b for b satisfying the weak
bound log jbj = O(n log jM j), and
b) computing h linearly independent vectors in the null space of M for
h  n   ( the vectors form a basis for the null space if h = n   ); the
extension does not change the bounds on the number of random bits and the
error probability, whereas the bit operation bound 0 in (7.1) increases by
1 = O(rm() log (njM j=Æ)(log p)= log p)
for part a), and by
2 = O(r h m() log(njM j=Æ))(log p)= log p);
for part b), where (d) is dened in (2.1), m(n) is in (2.2), and p is a
random prime in the range (6.3) (as in Theorem 6.7). The cost bounds do
not cover correctness verication. If
log jM j = O(n); log (1=Æ) = O(log n); log (1=) = O(log n); then
log p = O(log n); d1 = O(log n),
1 = O(rm()(log n));
2 = O(h m()(log n)):
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8 Extension to yielding rational output
The BCRF can be recomputed modulo suÆciently many random primes,
and then the output values of Algorithms 5.4{5.9 as well as other values
produced by the BCRF (e.g., det(M ()) equal to the product of all nonzero
diagonal entries in the BCRF) can be recovered by means of Chinese
remaindering. This requires an extra factor of roughly n log jM j random
bits. We may alternatively stay with a single random prime by applying
Hensel's lifting in Part I, wherever the goal is the inversion of a matrix
whose inverse modulo p has already been computed. The bit cost bounds in
Part I apply. By lifting the entire BCRF, we obtain det(M) and then the
integer matrix adj(M) = M 1 det(M), thus avoiding the rational number
reconstruction. The bit cost of computing the entire BCRF in this way has
been estimated in [P00]. It is slightly (by a logarithmic factor) higher than
the bit cost in our Part I for inverting a nonsingular Toeplitz/Hankel-like
matrix (including both lifting and recovery).
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